[1] From a sample of 17 vector magnetograms of 12 bipolar active regions we have recently found (1) that a measure of the overall nonpotentiality (the overall twist and shear in the magnetic field) of an active region is given by the strong shear length L SS , the length of the portion of the main neutral line on which the observed transverse fields is strong (>150 Guass (G)) and strongly sheared (shear angle >45°), and (2) that L SS is well correlated with the coronal mass ejection (CME) productivity of the active regions during the ±2-day time window centered on the day of the magnetogram. In the present paper, from the same sample of 17 vector magnetograms, we show that there is a viable proxy for L SS that can be measured from a line-of-sight magnetogram. This proxy is the strong gradient length L SG , the length of the portion of the main neutral line on which the potential transverse field is strong (>150 G), and the gradient of the line-of-sight field is sufficiently steep (greater than $50 G/Mm). In our sample of active regions, L SG is statistically significantly correlated with L SS (correlation confidence level >95%), and L SG is as strongly correlated with active region CME productivity as is L SS (correlation confidence level $99.7%). Because L SG can be measured from line-of-sight magnetograms obtained from conventional magnetographs, such as the magnetograph mode of the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory, it is a dependable substitute for L SS for use in operational CME forecasting. In addition, via measurement of L SG , the years-long, nearly continuous sequence of 1.5-hour cadence full disk line-of-sight magnetograms from MDI can be used to track the growth and decay of the large-scale nonpotentiality in active regions and to examine the role of this evolution in active region CME productivity. 
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Introduction
[2] Every large, fast (supersonic) coronal mass ejection (CME) erupts from a region of closed magnetic field on the Sun [Webb, 1992] . The stronger of these CME-producing magnetic explosions are usually seated in regions of strong field, namely large active regions with sunspots, and produce a region-spanning flare in tandem with the CME [Rust et al., 1980; MacQueen and Fisher, 1983; Moore, 1988; Moore et al., 1999] . The fast CME drives hazardous space weather in the form of intense solar energetic particle events and severe geomagnetic storms [Suess and Tsurutani, 1998; Reames, 2001] . Development of methods for predicting these CME explosions is important both for the practical benefit of improved forecasting of damaging space weather and because it is a way to test and improve our physical understanding of these and similar magnetic explosions on the Sun and in many other astrophysical settings. This paper presents a measure of an active region's magnetic structure that gauges whether the active region is likely to be CMEproductive, and that can be measured from a line-of-sight magnetogram.
[3] To be able to explode, an active region's magnetic field must contain free magnetic energy. That is, the field must be in a stressed, deformed configuration relative to the minimum-energy potential field configuration that it would have if it were completely relaxed and had no stored energy. From observations of the magnetic structure of active regions, it is known that bipolar active regions that produce CMEs typically have an overall nonpotential field configuration of a characteristic form [Moore and LaBonte, 1980; Canfield et al., 1999; Moore et al., 1997 Moore et al., , 2001 . In chromospheric images and photospheric vector magnetograms the signature of this configuration is strong magnetic shear along the active region's main neutral line, the neutral line of the overall bipolar field of the active region Falconer et al., 2002] . That is, in the core of the bipole the field rooted near the neutral line is directed nearly along the neutral line, nearly orthogonal to the direction of the potential field. In coronal images, such as the soft X-ray images from Yohkoh, the signature is sigmoidal magnetic structure illuminated by enhanced coronal heating [Canfield et al., 1999; Falconer, 2001] . This structure has the overall shape of either an ''S'' or an inverse S, and the middle of the S traces the sheared core field through the active region. Combined with photospheric magnetograms, the sigmoidal coronal structure shows that the whole bipolar field has an overall twist, that the core field is greatly sheared, and that shear and the twist are in the same sense (right-handed for S shape and left-handed for inverse S shape). Often there is a chromospheric filament suspended in the sheared core field. In a CME explosion, this filament usually erupts as an integral part of the core of the CME [Rust et al., 1980; Moore, 2001] , indicating that the CME is driven by explosion of the highly nonpotential sheared core field [Moore, 1988; Moore et al., 2001] . Moreover, Canfield et al. [1999] found that active regions that show obvious overall sigmoidal structure in coronal images are more CME productive than are active regions that have no recognizable sigmoidal structure. Thus strong large-scale nonpotentiality of this form in an active region's magnetic field is a favorable condition for a CME explosion.
[4] The above observations suggest that an active region's CME productivity depends strongly on the active region's degree of overall nonpotentiality. Below some low level of nonpotentiality a CME explosion should not be possible, whereas at high enough levels of nonpotentiality a CME explosion should be nearly certain. On this basis it is reasonable to expect that some quantitative measure of active region nonpotentiality might prove to be a good predictor of active region CME productivity.
[5] To explore this approach to CME prediction, in our recent work [Falconer, 2001; Falconer et al., 2002] , we adopted three measures of active region nonpotentiality that can be measured from a vector magnetogram, measured these quantities in a sample of active regions, and examined their correlation with the CME productivity of the active regions. We limited these initial studies to predominantly bipolar active regions because sigmoidal active regions are typically bipolar overall and because each of our three measures is most simply interpreted as a measure of the overall magnetic shear and/or twist in a bipolar active region. Our three measures are (1) L SS , the length of strong magnetic shear along the main neutral line, (2) I N , the net electric current in the bipole, and (3) a, the magnetic twist parameter given by the net current normalized by the total magnetic flux (È) in the active region (a = mI N /È, where m is the permeability of free space). L SS is easier to measure than are I N or a, because, of the three, only L SS can be measured without resolving the 180°ambiguity in the direction of the transverse field in a vector magnetogram. In the work of Falconer et al. [2002] , from 17 vector magnetograms of 12 active regions, we found that these three nonpotentiality measures were all well correlated with each other and that all three were about equally well correlated with the CME productivity of the active regions during the time intervals spanning 2 days before and after the day of each magnetogram (correlation confidence level $99%). Each of the three measures was also significantly correlated with the CME productivity of active region in time intervals spanning 4 days before and after the day of each magnetogram (correlation confidence level !96%).
[6] Thus it appears that any of these three measures of active region nonpotentiality would be useful in operational CME forecasting (for either Earthward CMEs or west-limb CMEs [Falconer et al., 2002] ), if the measure could be routinely provided at least once per day for each active region on the central face of the Sun (within a few days of rotation from central meridian). For this use, L SS probably would be the best of the three because L SS is the easiest to measure, and, unless a larger sample of active regions proves otherwise, L SS is practically as well correlated with active region CME productivity as are I N or a. In addition, L SS is more readily generalized to yield a measure of the overall nonpotentiality of active regions that are magnetically more complex than bipolar active regions. (Many CME-productive active regions are multibipolar, i.e., are composed of two or more impacted bipoles [Machado et al., 1988; Moore et al., 1999; Aulanier et al., 2000; Sterling and Moore, 2001] ). The generalized L SS is simply the total length of all intervals of strong magnetic shear on all neutral lines in an active region [Falconer, 1997] .
[7] Even though L SS is easier to obtain than I N or a, it does require a vector magnetogram of the active region and hence requires the use of a vector magnetograph, which measures both the component of the field vector along the line of sight and the rest of the vector, the component transverse to the line of sight. A conventional magnetograph measures only the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field. Relative to vector magnetographs, conventional magnetographs are simpler, more robust, and more proven for monitoring solar magnetic fields continuously and uniformly over many years. The Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) [Scherrer et al., 1995] , presently in operation on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), produces fulldisk line-of-sight magnetograms, usually at a cadence of 16 per day, and has done so nearly continuously and with little degradation since 1996. NASA's Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) [Hathaway et al., 2001] , planned for launch in 2007, is to have a full disk magnetograph that will provide line-of-sight magnetograms with better sensitivity, cadence, and resolution than MDI. Only if resources allow, will the SDO magnetograph be made capable of making vector magnetograms. So, for operational CME forecasting, it is desirable to have a measure of active region nonpotentiality that can be obtained from a line-of-sight magnetogram and that is as well correlated with active region CME productivity as is L SS .
[8] It is well known that for active region neutral lines across which the gradient of the line-of-sight field (rB k ) is very large, such as in delta sunspots, the core field along the neutral line is nearly always very strongly sheared [Moore and Rabin, 1985; Zirin and Liggett, 1987; Zirin, 1988] . In the set of 17 vector magnetograms that we used by Falconer et al. [2002] , a correlation of neutral line magnetic gradient with neutral line magnetic shear is noticeable from visual inspection of the vector magnetograms. This suggests that the length of main neutral line strong shear, L SS , is correlated with a length, L SG , the length of the main neutral line segment on which rB k is above some selected threshold value. If for some threshold in rB k , L SG were correlated well enough with L SS , L SG would effectively be a measure of active region nonpotentiality that could be used in CME forecasting.
[9] In this paper, we use the active regions, magnetograms, and CME counts from Falconer et al. [2002] to explore the correlation of L SG with L SS and with CME productivity. For a rB k threshold of 50 Guass per mega meter (G/Mm) we find that L SG is a promising measure of active region nonpotentiality for CME prediction; in this sample of active regions L SG is well correlated with L SS and is as strongly correlated with CME productivity as is L SS .
Data and Analysis Procedure
[10] The active region magnetograms used in this study are the 17 vector magnetograms used by Falconer et al. [2002] . They are all from the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) vector magnetograph [Hagyard et al., 1982; West et al., 2002] and sample 12 active regions. Each magnetogram is of one active region on some day when the active region was viewed more or less face-on (was no farther than 30°from central meridian). Each magnetogram was selected by this criterion and by the criterion that the active region be basically bipolar, i.e., have an obvious main neutral line. The active regions and the dates of their magnetograms are listed in Table 1 . The vector magnetogram for one of the more CME-productive active regions is shown in Figure 1 . This vector magnetogram displays a typical concurrence of strong gradient in the line-of-sight field and strong magnetic shear along the main neutral line.
[11] For each magnetogram, the number of CMEs produced by the active region in the ±2-day time window centered on the day of the magnetogram was determined as described by Falconer et al. [2002] from Yohkoh coronal X-ray images in combination with soft X-ray flux time profiles from GOES and CME observations from the Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) on SOHO. In Table 1 , we have listed for each magnetogram the observed number of CMEs produced by the active region during the 5-day time interval. See Falconer et al. [2002] for discussion of uncertainties due to misidentified or missed CMEs.
[12] The strong shear length L SS and the strong gradient length L SG are measured from each magnetogram. The method of measuring L SS is as described by Falconer [2001] and Falconer et al. [2002] . The method of measuring L SG is basically the same method applied to a line-of-sight The line-ofsight component of the magnetic field is mapped by the contours; the thicker the contour the stronger the field (25 G, 100 G, 250 G; solid contours for positive polarity and dotted contours for negative polarity). The strength and direction of the observed transverse field are mapped by the dashes (the shortest for 150 G and the longest for strengths !500 G). For clarity the transverse field is plotted for only one in nine pixels. The arrows map the strength and direction of the potential transverse field computed from the observed line-of-sight field. The greater the shear in the magnetic field, the greater the shear angle; the shear angle is the acute angle between the observed and potential transverse fields. This coronal mass ejection (CME) productive, predominantly bipolar, active region is typical in that strong magnetic shear and steep gradient in the lineof-sight field are both concentrated along the main polarity dividing line. L SS , strong shear length; L SG , strong gradient length; AR, active region; CME, coronal mass ejection. Asterisks denote measured values that are greater than or equal to the threshold value at and above which the active region is expected to be CME productive in the ±2-day window and below which the active region is expected to not be CME productive in the ±2-day window. Number of CME events identified in the active region within ±2 days from the day of the magnetogram.
magnetogram rather than a vector magnetogram. We will first review the method of measuring L SS and then describe the analogous method for measuring L SG .
[13] To measure L SS , the first step is to compute the transverse component of the potential field from the lineof-sight component of the vector magnetogram and overlay it on the vector magnetogram, as in Figure 1 [Falconer et al., 1997] . The next step is to identify the strong field segments of the main neutral line, the segments on which the observed transverse fields has strength above some threshold. The field strength threshold that we use is 150 G, which strength is twice the noise level in the transverse component of the MSFC vector magnetograms [Gary et al., 1987] . This choice ensures that the uncertainty in the measured shear angle, the acute angle between the observed and potential transverse field, is less than $10°e verywhere on the strong field main neutral line. The strong shear length L SS is the total length of the strong shear parts of the strong field main neutral line, the parts on which the shear angle is above some large threshold. We use 45°for the threshold of strong magnetic shear. For the active region vector magnetogram shown in Figure 1 , the strong field portion of the main neutral line is shown in the first panel of Figure 2 . In this example, the shear angle is >45°along the entire length of the strong field neutral line.
[14] To measure L SG , the first step is again to compute the transverse potential field from the line-of-sight component of the vector magnetogram but then combine this with only the line-of-sight component of the magnetogram, as if we had no vector magnetogram but only a conventional line-ofsight magnetogram. The strong field segments of the main neutral line are then defined as those segments on which the potential transverse field strength is above some threshold, which we again choose to be 150 G. For our example magnetogram of Figure 1 , the main neutral line's strong field portion found in this way is shown in Figure 2 (right). It is somewhat longer than the strong field interval found from the full vector magnetogram and shown in the first panel of Figure 2 . The strong gradient length L SG is the total length of the strong gradient part of this redefined strong field main neutral line, the parts on which the gradient jrB k j is above some threshold. We will find that a useful L SG is given by any gradient threshold within a factor of two of 50 G/Mm. Figure 2 (right) shows that in this example active region jrB k j is >50 G/Mm along only about half or less of the strong field main neutral line.
[15] In Table 1 , measured values of L SS and L SG are listed for each magnetogram. The L SG values are for a strong gradient threshold of 50 G/Mm. The uncertainty in each measured value of L SS or L SG is the square root of the sum of the squares of two uncertainties, from two separate sources of error [Falconer, 2001] . One source of error is the polarization sensitivity of the vector magnetograph, which gives root-mean-square noise of 50 G in the lineof-sight component of the vector magnetogram and 75 G in the transverse component [Gary et al., 1987] . This noise gives the lengths L SS and L SG each an uncertainty of $2 pixel widths, which is $5 Â 10 3 km. The other source of error is the blurring of the magnetogram by the seeing conditions at the observatory. For average seeing conditions, this results in an uncertainty of $20% in L SS and L SG [Falconer, 2001] .
[16] Inspection of Table 1 shows that in our sample of active regions (1) the active regions having the larger values of L SS tend to also have the larger values of L SG and (2) the active regions that were CME productive tend to have larger values of L SS and L SG than do the active regions that were not CME productive. We evaluate the statistical significance of these correlations by basically the same method that we used previously [Falconer et al., 2002] . The first step is to adopt threshold values of L SS and L SG , at and above which we expect an active region to produce at least one CME during the ±2-day window and below which we expect it to produce no CMEs in this interval. For each of our measures, L SS and L SG , we take this threshold value to be the percentile value corresponding to the fraction of active region vector magnetograms for which the active region did produce one or more CMEs in the ±2-day window. For our set of 17 vector magnetograms, 8 are of active regions that were CMEproductive in the ±2-day window. Hence for threshold values of L SS and L SG we take the eighth largest of the 17 measured values of each. We thus assign a threshold value of 62,000 km for the strong shear length L SS and threshold value of 36,000 km for the strong gradient length L SG .
[17] From the L SS and L SG threshold values for CME expectation, we then obtain, for the set of 17 pairs of measured values (L SS , L SG ) in Table 1 , a 2 Â 2 contingency table for whether or not the magnetograms have both lengths above threshold or both below threshold (as in Table 2 ). From each threshold, each set of 17 values of L SS or L SG , and the set of 17 CME counts we obtain another 2 Â 2 contingency table for whether CMEs were or were not produced in the ±2-day window when the measured length was above or below threshold (as in Table 3 ). The degree of correlation in each case (L SG with L SS , L SS with CME productivity, and L SG with CME productivity) is determined from the corresponding contingency table by the Fisher test, which gives the confidence level of the correlation in terms of a percentage [Everitt, 1977; Falconer et al., 2002] . This percentage is (1 -P) Â 100%, where P is the probability that a correlation (i.e., inequality in the population of the four quadrants of the contingency table) as great as or greater than the observed correlation would occur by random chance. A confidence level of !95% is conventionally considered to be statistically significant [Everitt, 1977] .
Results
[18] The middle panel of Figure 3 is the correlation plot of the measured values of L SS and L SG listed in Table 1 , the L SG values being those for a jrB k j threshold of 50 G/Mm. The left panel of Figure 3 is the correlation plot for the L SG values found from a twice-smaller jrB k j threshold (25 G/Mm), and the right panel is the plot for a twice-larger threshold (100 G/Mm). In each of the three panels of Figure 3 the 17 values of L SS are the same, and the vertical line marks the L SS threshold (62,000 km) at and above which CME production is expected. The horizontal line in each panel of Figure 3 marks the L SG CME expectation threshold for the set of 17 L SG values found from the given jrB k j threshold. Relative to the L SG threshold (36,000 km) for the case of jrB k j >50 G/Mm (middle panel of Figure 3 ), the L SG threshold for jrB k j >25 G/Mm (left panel of Figure 3 ) is $2 times longer, and the L SG threshold for jrB k j > 100 G/Mm (right panel of Figure 3 ) is $6 times shorter. The L SG threshold decreases with increasing jrB k j threshold because the length of L SG in each magnetogram decreases with increasing jrB k j threshold. The points plotted below L SG = 2 Â 10 3 km in Figure 3 are for magnetograms in which no part of the main neutral line has jrB k j above threshold, resulting in L SG = 0. For jrB k j >25 G/Mm, only 1 of the 17 magnetograms has magnetic gradient below this threshold everywhere on its strong field main neutral line (left panel of Figure 3 ). Doubling the jrB k j threshold to 50 G/Mm resulted in L SG dropping to zero in three more magnetograms (middle panel of Figure 3) , and doubling the threshold again to 100 G/Mm decreased L SG to zero in an additional five magnetograms (right panel of Figure 3 ).
[19] In each panel of Figure 3 , the L SS and L SG threshold lines delineate the four quadrants that define the corresponding 2 Â 2 contingency table in Table 2 . For each of the three sets of L SG values the confidence level and success rate of the correlation of L SG with L SS are given in Table 2 and in the upper right corner of the correlation plot in Figure 3 . In the case of the first panel in six magnetograms, L SG and L SS are both at or above threshold, in seven magnetograms, L SG and L SS are both below threshold, in two magnetograms, L SG is above threshold but L SS is below threshold, and in the remaining two magnetograms, L SG is below threshold but L SS is at or above threshold. This distribution gives a correlation confidence level of 95.6% and a success rate of 76% (13 successes out of 17 trials). In each of the second and third panels, 15 of the 17 points are in the two ''agreement'' quadrants and only 2 points are in the two ''disagreement'' quadrants. This reduction in the failure rate from 4 out of 17 to 2 out of 17 increases the correlation confidence level to 99.7% (0.3% probability of occurring by chance) and increases the success rate to 88% (15/17). Thus in our sample of 17 vector magnetograms, for jrB k j thresholds in the vicinity of 50 G/Mm, L SG is statistically significantly correlated with L SS (confidence level >95%).
[20] In each panel of Figure 3 , 8 of the 17 (L SG , L SS ) points are marked by asterisks, and the other 9 points are marked by diamonds. The asterisks in Figure 3 denote the magnetograms of active regions that were CME productive in the ±2-day window, and the diamonds are for the magnetograms of active regions that produced no CMEs in the window. The first of the 2 Â 2 contingency tables in Table 3 assesses the correlation of L SS with CME productivity in our data set. As can be seen in Figure 3 (and in Table 1 ), in 15 of the 17 magnetograms, the active region either had an L SS at or above threshold and was CMEproductive or had an L SS below threshold and produced no CMEs in the window. One magnetogram of a CME-productive active region had an L SS below threshold, and one magnetogram of a non-CME-productive active region had an L SS above threshold. Thus in our data set, with our choice of L SS threshold for deciding whether an active region should be expected to be CME productive, the correlation of L SS with CME productivity is statistically significant, having a confidence level of 99.7% and a success rate of 88%.
[21] For each of the three jrB k j thresholds, the 2 Â 2 contingency table for the correlation of L SG with CME productivity is given in Table 3 , and the resulting confidence level and success rate of the correlation are listed in Table 3 and given in the upper left corner of the corresponding correlation plot in Figure 3 . As can be verified from Table 1 , for L SG defined by jrB k j >50 G/Mm, there were only two failures out of 17 trials: one magnetogram of a CME-productive active region had an L SG below threshold, and one magnetogram of a non-CME-productive active region had an L SG at threshold. Decreasing the L SGdefining jrB k j threshold from 50 G/Mm to 25 G/Mm resulted in the number of failures increasing by one step (from 2 to 4). Increasing the L SG -defining jrB k j threshold from 50 to 100 G/Mm resulted in the number of failures decreasing by one step (from 2 to 0). (Because the L SG ! threshold row and the CME-producing column in the 2 Â 2 contingency table each always totals 8, while the L SG < threshold row and the not CME-producing column each always total 9, when the population of one of the two ''failure'' quadrants increases or decreases by 1, the population of the other ''failure'' quadrant must also increase or decrease by 1.) We consider a single step up or down in the failure rate to be an insignificant difference. So we find that in our data set, for L SG -defining jrB k j thresholds in the vicinity of 50 G/Mm, L SG is statistically significantly correlated with CME productivity (confidence level >95%), and L SG is about as strongly correlated with CME productivity as is L SS (confidence level $99.7%, success rate $88%).
Conclusion
[22] In our sample of 17 vector magnetograms of 12 bipolar active regions we have measured in each magnetogram the length L SS of strong magnetic shear on the main neutral line and the length L SG of strong gradient in the lineof-sight magnetic field (jrB k j above some threshold) on the main neutral line. In our previous investigation of L SS measured from these vector magnetograms [Falconer et al., 2002] we have shown that L SS is a measure of the overall nonpotentiality of a bipolar active region and that L SS is strongly enough correlated with active region CME productivity that it would be useful in CME forecasting if it were continuously available for each active region on the central face of the Sun. In the present work we have found that for a jrB k j threshold in the vicinity of 50 G/Mm, (1) L SG is Table 1 . The L SG values (right) are for a threshold of 100 G/Mm. The vertical line in each panel of Figure 3 marks the L SS threshold value at and above which the active region is expected to be CME productive in the ±2-day window. The threshold value of L SG for CME expectation is marked by the horizontal line in each panel of Figure 3 . The points for magnetograms of CME-productive active regions are marked by asterisks; the points for magnetograms of non-CME-productive active regions are marked by diamonds. The two percentages in the upper right corner of each panel of Figure 3 are the confidence level and success rate of the correlation of L SG with L SS (from Table 2 ); those in the lower right corners are for the correlation of L SS with CME productivity (from Table 3 ); those in the upper left corners are for the correlation of L SG with CME productivity (from Table 3 ).
statistically significantly correlated with L SS , (2) L SG is statistically significantly correlated with active region CME productivity, and (3) the correlation of L SG with CME productivity is about as strong as the correlation of L SS with CME productivity. We therefore conclude that L SG is a measure of active region nonpotentiality that can be measured from a line-of-sight magnetogram and that is strongly enough correlated with active region CME productivity that it should be useful in operational CME forecasting.
[23] Our sample of 17 vector magnetograms is large enough to establish the above results but not large enough to determine whether the L SG -defining jrB k j threshold that gives the strongest correlation of L SG with L SS , or that gives the strongest correlation of L SG with CME productivity, is 50 G/Mm, somewhat larger or somewhat smaller. Determination of this will require a sample of at least 50 -100 magnetograms. For examining the correlation of L SG with L SS these magnetograms have to be vector magnetograms. The archive of MSFC vector magnetograms is ample to yield a sample of this size, and we are presently expanding our sample.
[24] Although the optimum jrB k j threshold for determining L SG may be somewhat above or below 50 G/Mm, it is clear from our present sample that L SG is a viable proxy for L SS that can be measured from a line-of-sight magnetogram, and as such should be of practical use in CME forecasting. In addition, like L SS , L SG can be directly generalized to serve as a measure of the overall nonpotentiality of multibipolar active regions: The generalized L SG is the total length of strong magnetic gradient on all neutral lines in an active region rather than just on the main neutral line. Furthermore, L SG opens the years-long record of 1.5-hour cadence full disk line-of-sight magnetograms from SOHO/MDI to measurement of the growth and decay of the nonpotentiality of whole active regions for investigation of (1) the origin and evolution of large-scale magnetic shear and twist in active regions and (2) the dependence of active region CME productivity on the direction and rate of change of active region nonpotentiality.
